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what we build
BARN HOMES – Our completely custom timber-frame barn homes are a blank
canvas within which you can design your dream living space. Our unique exposed
post-and-beam construction results in a space where walls can go wherever you
choose. From rustic features to something finished with modern flair, your home will
wear any personality with ease and offer phenomenal structural integrity.

STORAGE & LIVESTOCK BARNS – Honor the heritage of the American barn and
add a sign of prosperity to your estate or farm with an eye-catching livestock barn,
horse arena, workshop, garage, or shed. We have extensive experience balancing
functionality with aesthetic appeal in our designs—you’ll get a durable and practical
space that makes you love your land even more than you already do.

EVENT BARNS – From wedding halls to wineries, clubhouses to lodges, with a barnstyle event venue, you can create a space that makes a lasting impression. Post-andbeam construction allows for open interior spaces and completely customizable floor
plans. We understand you’re making a significant investment, and we’re confident
your venue will meet exacting quality standards.

barn styles
HOMESTEAD – A basic square shape.
Easily adapted to a variety of uses.
Popular for both small family farms
and larger enterprises. Choose from
single-story or story-and-a-half
with a loft.

ROUND BARN – Our most unique
barn. Authentic replication of American
history built by George Washington.
For a standout home like none other,
choose a round barn.

IRON HORSE – Shallow roof pitch
and soaring 16’ walls. Ideal fit for
event venues or spacious barn
homes. Install tall windows to
effortlessly showcase interior woods.

RAISED MONITOR – A raised
ceiling above a center aisle.
Combines adaptability with a striking
appearance. Consider the raised
monitor for a home and business
combination space.

GAMBREL – Offers largest secondstory loft capacity. Plenty of space for
livestock fodder. Add several upstairs
bedrooms or office or recreation
space in your custom gambrel home.

OFFSET ROOFLINE – Two or more
rooflines combined to offer endless
design possibilities. Offers multiple
points of entry. A perfect choice when
defined spaces are desired.

find your inspiration
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what we do &
how we do it
Barn Builders has been constructing barns and barn homes using the time-honored post-andbeam method for 30 years. For founder and CEO Bruce Willemsen, preserving the heritage of
the American barn with each new project is a passion, not just a career.
When you work with Barn Builders, you can expect a personalized experience from the
beginning of the design process through the build, which will be done by our full team
of skilled carpenters. Or, if you prefer, we can partner with a contractor of your choice.
Post-and-beam, one of the oldest and most traditional methods of construction, is at the
center of our building philosophy. Featuring a strong framework of posts that carry the entire
structural load, our spaces are soaring and open. With post-and-beam, the possibilities are
closer to endless than with any stick-built home.
We use only real wood timbers and add board and batten siding for solidity. And we
never cut corners…ever.

ready to learn more?
You can find a complete step-by-step description of a typical building process, as well as
breakdowns of what our projects do and don’t include, at barn-builders.com/building-process.
To view the perfect furnishings for your barn home, visit colorado-classics.com.
Whether you’re just dreaming for the future or ready to start building today, let’s begin the
conversation! Call 641-628-9169.

welcome home!

